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The Dynamics of Persuasion has been a staple resource for teaching persuasion
for nearly two decades. Author Richard M. Perloff speaks to students in a style that
is engaging and informational, explaining key theories and research as well as
providing timely and relevant examples. The companion website includes materials
for both students and instructors and expanding the pedagogical utilities. The sixth
edition includes: updated theoretical and applied research in a variety of areas,
including framing, inoculation, and self-affirmation; new studies of health
campaigns; expanded coverage of social media marketing; enhanced discussion of
the Elaboration Likelihood Model in light of continued research and new
applications to everyday persuasion. The fundamentals of the book – emphasis on
theory, clear-cut explanation of findings, in-depth discussion of persuasion
processes and effects, and easy-to-follow real-world applications – continue in the
sixth edition.
Widely regarded as the authoritative reference in the field, this volume
comprehensively reviews theory and research on the self. Leading investigators
address this essential construct at multiple levels of analysis, from neural pathways
to complex social and cultural dynamics. Coverage includes how individuals gain
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self-awareness, agency, and a sense of identity; self-related motivation and
emotion; the role of the self in interpersonal behavior; and self-development across
evolutionary time and the lifespan. Connections between self-processes and
psychological problems are also addressed. New to This Edition *Incorporates
significant theoretical and empirical advances. *Nine entirely new chapters.
*Coverage of the social and cognitive neuroscience of self-processes; selfregulation and health; self and emotion; and hypoegoic states, such as mindfulness.
THE REPUBLIC Plato's Republic is widely acknowledged as one of the most
influential works in the history of philosophy. Presented in the form of a dialogue
between Socrates and three different interlocutors, it is an inquiry into the notion of
a perfect community and the ideal individual within it. During the conversation, other
questions are raised: what is goodness; what is reality; what is knowledge; what is
the purpose of education? With remarkable lucidity and deft use of allegory, Plato
arrives at a depiction of a state bound by harmony and ruled by 'philosopher kings'.
THE REPUBLIC The Republic is a philosophical dialogue about the nature of
justice and the order and character of the just city-state and the just individual. The
dialogues, among Socrates and various Athenians and foreigners, discuss the
meaning of justice and examine whether or not the just man is happier than the
unjust man, by proposing a society ruled by philosopher-kings and the guardians.
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THE REPUBLIC In this intellectually and historically influential work of philosophy
and political theory, Plato discusses the theory of forms, the immortality of the soul,
and the roles of the philosopher and of poetry in society. THE REPUBLIC
A workbook offering sample questions and tests, designed to help students
become familiar with test formats and content.
Assessment Methods in Recruitment, Selection & Performance
Revised and Updated Edition
Spectrum Test Practice, Grade 5
Transforming Gender and Emotion
501 Grammar and Writing Questions
Five Hundred and One Critical Reading Questions
Plato and Levinas on Relations to the Other
Many of us grimace when faced with grammar exercises. But in order to communicate with
others, pass tests, and get your point across in writing, using words and punctuation
effectively is a necessary skill. It's a fact that in our life today, good communication skillsincluding writing-are essential. The good news is that grammar and writing skills can be
developed with practice.
Modernizing Learning: Building the Future Learning Ecosystem is an implementation
blueprint for connecting learning experiences across time and space. This co-created plan
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represents an advancement of how and where learning will occur in the future. Extensive
learning and technological research has been conducted across the myriad disciplines and
communities needed to develop this holistic maturation of the learning continuum. These
advancements have created the opportunity for formal and informal learning experiences to
be accessible anywhere, anytime, and to be personalized to individual needs. However, for
full implementation and maximal benefits for learners of all ages and within all communities
to be achieved, it is necessary to centralize and coordinate the required connections across
technology, learning science, and the greater supporting structures. Accordingly, the ADL
Initiative has taken the lead in this coordination process, connecting Government, Military,
Academia, Industry, and K-12 teachers, instructors, technologists, researchers, and
implementers to create and execute a coordinated transition process. Input was included
from stakeholders, communities, and supporting entities which will be involved in this
advancement of the life-long learning ecosystem.
In this much needed resource, Maryellen Weimer-one of the nation's most highly regarded
authorities on effective college teaching-offers a comprehensive work on the topic of learnercentered teaching in the college and university classroom. As the author explains, learnercentered teaching focuses attention on what the student is learning, how the student is
learning, the conditions under which the student is learning, whether the student is retaining
and applying the learning, and how current learning positions the student for future learning.
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To help educators accomplish the goals of learner-centered teaching, this important book
presents the meaning, practice, and ramifications of the learner-centered approach, and how
this approach transforms the college classroom environment. Learner-Centered Teaching
shows how to tie teaching and curriculum to the process and objectives of learning rather
than to the content delivery alone.
Involved: Writing for College, Writing for Your Self helps students to understand their
college experience as a way of advancing their own personal concerns and to draw substance
from their reading and writing assignments. By enabling students to understand what it is they
are being asked to write{u2014}from basic to complex communications{u2014}and how they
can go about fulfilling those tasks meaningfully and successfully, this book helps students to
develop themselves in all the ways the university offers. This edition of the book has been
adapted from the print edition, published in 1997 by Houghton Mifflin. Copyrighted
materials{u2014}primarily images and examples within the text{u2014}have been removed
from this edition. -The Butterfly Lovers Story in China and Korea
The Prioresses Tale
Children, Computers, And Powerful Ideas
Martial Arts and Well-being
Montaigne and the Origins of Modern Philosophy
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English as a Global Language
Measuring and Supporting Learning in Video Games
Originally published in French as "La Philosophie, une Ecole de la Liberte.
Enseignement de la philosophie et apprentissage du philosopher : Etat des lieux et
regards pour l'avenir." - This study is dedicated to all those who engaged
themselves, with vigour and conviction, in the defence of the teaching of philosophy
a fertile guarantor of liberty and autonomy. This publication is also dedicated to the
young spirits of today, bound to become the active citizens of tomorrow.
Jim Popham's widely popular Classroom Assessment shows teachers how to use
classroom testing skillfully and formatively to dramatically increase their teaching
effectiveness and make a difference in how well students learn. As in past editions,
the author pays particular attention to the instructional payoffs of well-designed
classroom tests and highlights the implications of testing on teaching throughout in
special But What Does This Have to Do with Teaching? sections in each chapter.
Decision Time vignettes present practical classroom problems and show readers
actual decisions being made. Parent Talk features describe situations in which a
teacher needs to explain something about assessment to parents and show what the
author would say in that situation. And a lighter tone is established with cartoons to
which readers can relate. The new Eighth Edition highlights the increasing
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importance of educational assessment in an era of common core state standards and
teacher evaluations based on students' tests scores, incorporates the Standards for
Educational and Psychological testing guidelines throughout relevant sections, and
includes a new section on instructionally diagnostic tests to help readers evaluate the
merits of commercial or locally developed diagnostic assessment. Also available with
MyLab Education MyLab(tm) is the teaching and learning platform that empowers
you to reach every student. By combining trusted author content with digital tools
and a flexible platform, MyLab personalizes the learning experience and improves
results for each student. MyLab Education helps teacher candidates bridge the gap
between theory and practice-better preparing them for success in their future
classrooms. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyLab Education does
not come packaged with this content. Students, if interested in purchasing this title
with MyLab Education, ask your instructor to confirm the correct package ISBN
and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more
information. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MyLab
Education search for: 0134027299 / 9780134027296 Classroom Assessment: What
Teachers Need to Know with MyEducationLab with Enhanced Pearson eText,
Loose-Leaf Version -- Access Card Package Package consists of: 0134053869 /
9780134053868 Classroom Assessment: What Teachers Need to Know, Loose-Leaf
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Version 0134239903 / 9780134239903 MyEducationLab with Pearson eText -Access Card -- for Classroom Assessment: What Teachers Need to Know
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from
the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore,
you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works
have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other
notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of
America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy
and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on
the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may
contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe,
and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and
made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the
preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
A recognized expert in the field of mastery learning, Guskey presents solid theory in
a readable manner. The text focuses on the presentation of theory through
applications, examples, activities, and techniques.
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The Dynamics of Persuasion
Rewire Your Brain
The Erring Ways of Climatology
Classroom Assessment
How People Learn
Stealth Assessment
Rethinking Concepts and Goals in Intercultural Communication
With many scholars and analysts questioning the relevance of deterrence as a valid
strategic concept, this volume moves beyond Cold War nuclear deterrence to show the
many ways in which deterrence is applicable to contemporary security. It examines the
possibility of applying deterrence theory and practice to space, to cyberspace, and against
non-state actors. It also examines the role of nuclear deterrence in the twenty-first century
and reaches surprising conclusions.
The use of English as a lingua franca (ELF) on a global scale forces a reassessment of our
understanding of the relationships between language, culture and identity in intercultural
communication. This book outlines how we might conceive of this relationship in the
fluid communicative practices of ELF, which leads to a revaluation of notions of
intercultural competence and related pedagogic practices.
An approach to performance-based assessments that embeds assessments in digital games
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in order to measure how students are progressing toward targeted goals. To succeed in
today's interconnected and complex world, workers need to be able to think systemically,
creatively, and critically. Equipping K-16 students with these twenty-first-century
competencies requires new thinking not only about what should be taught in school but
also about how to develop valid assessments to measure and support these competencies.
In Stealth Assessment, Valerie Shute and Matthew Ventura investigate an approach that
embeds performance-based assessments in digital games. They argue that using welldesigned games as vehicles to assess and support learning will help combat students'
growing disengagement from school, provide dynamic and ongoing measures of learning
processes and outcomes, and offer students opportunities to apply such complex
competencies as creativity, problem solving, persistence, and collaboration. Embedding
assessments within games provides a way to monitor players' progress toward targeted
competencies and to use that information to support learning. Shute and Ventura discuss
problems with such traditional assessment methods as multiple-choice questions, review
evidence relating to digital games and learning, and illustrate the stealth-assessment
approach with a set of assessments they are developing and embedding in the digital
game Newton's Playground. These stealth assessments are intended to measure levels of
creativity, persistence, and conceptual understanding of Newtonian physics during game
play. Finally, they consider future research directions related to stealth assessment in
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education.
Martial Arts and Well-Being explores how martial arts as a source of learning can
contribute in important ways to health and well-being, as well as provide other broader
social benefits. Using psychological and sociological theory related to behaviour, ritual,
perception and reality construction, the book seeks to illustrate, with empirical data, how
individuals make sense of and perceive the value of martial arts in their lives. This book
draws on data from over 500 people, across all age ranges, and powerfully demonstrates
that participating in martial arts can have a profound influence on the construction of
behaviour patterns that are directly linked to lifestyle and health. Making individual
connections regarding the benefits of practice, improvements to health and well-being –
regardless of whether these improvements are ‘true’ in a medical sense – this book
offers an important and original window into the importance of beliefs to health and wellbeing as well as the value of thinking about education as a process of life-long learning.
This book will be of great interest to a range of audiences, including researchers,
academics and postgraduate students interested in sports and exercise psychology, martial
art studies and health and well-being. It should also be of interest to sociologists, social
workers and martial arts practitioners.
THE REPUBLIC
Fiske WordPower
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Essential Vulnerabilities
Brain, Mind, Experience, and School: Expanded Edition
Handbook of Self and Identity
Schools of Thought
Answer Key for Algebra 2
Edenborough has written a comprehensive guide that examines the formal assessment
methods used in both recruitment and performance management. He includes
information on psychometric testing, structured interviews, the use of statistics, and
more.
The Exclusive Method You Can Use to Learn—Not Just Memorize—Essential Words A
powerful vocabulary expands your world of opportunity. Building your word power will
help you write more effectively, communicate clearly, score higher on standardized tests
like the SAT, ACT, or GRE, and be more confident and persuasive in everything you do.
Using the exclusive Fiske method, you will not just memorize words, but truly learn their
meanings and how to use them correctly. This knowledge will stay with you longer and
be easier to recall—and it doesn't take any longer than less-effective memorization.
How does it work? This book uses a simple three-part system: 1. Patterns: Words aren't
arranged randomly or alphabetically, but in similar groups based on meaning and
origin that make words easier to remember over time. 2. Deeper Meanings, More
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Examples: Full explanations—not just brief definitions—of what the words mean, plus
multiple examples of the words in sentences. 3. Quick Activities: Frequent short quizzes
help you test how much you've learned, while helping your brain internalize their
meanings.
Argues that video games go beyond entertainment and examines the principles that make
these games valuable tools of learning and literacy.
Praise for How I Became a Quant "Led by two top-notch quants, Richard R. Lindsey
and Barry Schachter, How I Became a Quant details the quirky world of quantitative
analysis through stories told by some of today's most successful quants. For anyone who
might have thought otherwise, there are engaging personalities behind all that number
crunching!" --Ira Kawaller, Kawaller & Co. and the Kawaller Fund "A fun and
fascinating read. This book tells the story of how academics, physicists, mathematicians,
and other scientists became professional investors managing billions." --David A. Krell,
President and CEO, International Securities Exchange "How I Became a Quant should
be must reading for all students with a quantitative aptitude. It provides fascinating
examples of the dynamic career opportunities potentially open to anyone with the skills
and passion for quantitative analysis." --Roy D. Henriksson, Chief Investment Officer,
Advanced Portfolio Management "Quants"--those who design and implement
mathematical models for the pricing of derivatives, assessment of risk, or prediction of
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market movements--are the backbone of today's investment industry. As the greater
volatility of current financial markets has driven investors to seek shelter from
increasing uncertainty, the quant revolution has given people the opportunity to avoid
unwanted financial risk by literally trading it away, or more specifically, paying
someone else to take on the unwanted risk. How I Became a Quant reveals the faces
behind the quant revolution, offering you?the?chance to learn firsthand what it's like
to be a?quant today. In this fascinating collection of Wall Street war stories, more than
two dozen quants detail their roots, roles, and contributions, explaining what they do and
how they do it, as well as outlining the sometimes unexpected paths they have followed
from the halls of academia to the front lines of an investment revolution.
Culture and Identity through English as a Lingua Franca
Writing for College, Writing for Your Self
Insights from 25 of Wall Street's Elite
Teaching Philosophy and Learning to Philosophize: Status and Prospects
A Manager's Guide to Psychometric Testing, Interviews and Assessment Centres
Mindstorms
Thinking about Deterrence
How to rewire your brain to improve virtually every aspect of
your life-based on the latest research in neuroscience and
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psychology on neuroplasticity and evidence-based practices Not
long ago, it was thought that the brain you were born with was
the brain you would die with, and that the brain cells you had
at birth were the most you would ever possess. Your brain was
thought to be “hardwired” to function in predetermined ways. It
turns out that's not true. Your brain is not hardwired, it's
"softwired" by experience. This book shows you how you can
rewire parts of the brain to feel more positive about your life,
remain calm during stressful times, and improve your social
relationships. Written by a leader in the field of Brain-Based
Therapy, it teaches you how to activate the parts of your brain
that have been underactivated and calm down those areas that
have been hyperactivated so that you feel positive about your
life and remain calm during stressful times. You will also learn
to improve your memory, boost your mood, have better
relationships, and get a good night sleep. Reveals how cuttingedge developments in neuroscience, and evidence-based practices
can be used to improve your everyday life Other titles by Dr.
Arden include: Brain-Based Therapy-Adult, Brain-Based TherapyChild, Improving Your Memory For Dummies and Heal Your Anxiety
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Workbook Dr. Arden is a leader in integrating the new
developments in neuroscience with psychotherapy and Director of
Training in Mental Health for Kaiser Permanente for the Northern
California Region Explaining exciting new developments in
neuroscience and their applications to daily living, Rewire Your
Brain will guide you through the process of changing your brain
so you can change your life and be free of self-imposed
limitations.
Ace the SAT with this essential study guide packed with skillbuilding techniques, practice tests, and interactive features
With more than 125 years of experience in education, McGraw-Hill
is the name you trust to deliver results. Filled with targeted
instructions and abundant practice tests, MGH’s SAT 2020 will
boost your test-taking confidence and help you dramatically
increase your scores. We will help you maximize your study time
and achieve your best score with: • 8 full-length practice tests
(5 in the book and 3 online) • A complete SAT course online with
daily progress reports, flashcards, games, and more •Practice
questions just like the ones on the real SAT •Challenge problems
and reading comprehension tips • Student-tested strategies to
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help you answer every type of SAT question •Skill-building
techniques developed by expert authors who have prepared
thousands of exam takers for success
In this revolutionary book, a renowned computer scientist
explains the importance of teaching children the basics of
computing and how it can prepare them to succeed in the everevolving tech world. Computers have completely changed the way
we teach children. We have Mindstorms to thank for that. In this
book, pioneering computer scientist Seymour Papert uses the
invention of LOGO, the first child-friendly programming
language, to make the case for the value of teaching children
with computers. Papert argues that children are more than
capable of mastering computers, and that teaching computational
processes like de-bugging in the classroom can change the way we
learn everything else. He also shows that schools saturated with
technology can actually improve socialization and interaction
among students and between students and teachers. Technology
changes every day, but the basic ways that computers can help us
learn remain. For thousands of teachers and parents who have
sought creative ways to help children learn with computers,
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Mindstorms is their bible.
The number one textbook for intermediate macroeconomics courses
since its first edition, this title is known for conveying the
cutting edge in macroeconomics theory, research, and policy to
the classroom, explaining complex concepts with exceptional
clarity. This new edition is no exception, with Greg Mankiw
streamlining his hallmark approach and adding powerful new
digital learning options while improving the book's already
exemplary focus on teaching students to apply the analytical
tools of macroeconomics to current events and policies. This
comprehensive text is the ideal accompaniment to undergraduate
courses in Macroeconomics.
Connecting communities and promoting health
Think Your Way to a Better Life
Mathematics Education and Culture
Five Key Changes to Practice
How I Became a Quant
Learner-Centered Teaching
A Weekly Journal, Devoted to College Interests, Science, and
Literature
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Illuminates how one folktale serves as a living record of the evolving
cultures and relationships of China and Korea
The critical reading section on standardized tests, especially the SAT 1
exam, is often cited as a trouble section for even the best test-takers.
Examinees get test-targeted reading comprehension practice questions to
score better with LearningExpress' series, Skill Builder in Focus. This
specialized drill book provides the focused practice necessary for testtaking success. Plus, all answers are explained, using terms that clarify
context, main ideas, themes, and critical thinking skills for effective
studying and positive reinforcement. Almost every standardized test in
verbal skills, including civil service exams, contains reading
comprehension questions. Each practice consists of several passages
followed by questions and answer explanations.
This book provides an economic framework for modeling global warming
and addressing its negative effects.
A new Council of Europe reference framework of competences for
democratic culture! Contemporary societies within Europe face many
challenges, including declining levels of voter turnout in elections,
increased distrust of politicians, high levels of hate crime, intolerance and
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prejudice towards minority ethnic and religious groups, and increasing
levels of support for violent extremism. These challenges threaten the
legitimacy of democratic institutions and peaceful co-existence within
Europe. Formal education is a vital tool that can be used to tackle these
challenges. Appropriate educational input and practices can boost
democratic engagement, reduce intolerance and prejudice, and decrease
support for violent extremism. However, to achieve these goals,
educationists need a clear understanding of the democratic competences
that should be targeted by the curriculum. This book presents a new
conceptual model of the competences which citizens require to participate
in democratic culture and live peacefully together with others in culturally
diverse societies. The model is the product of intensive work over a twoyear period, and has been strongly endorsed in an international
consultation with leading educational experts. The book describes the
competence model in detail, together with the methods used to develop it.
The model provides a robust conceptual foundation for the future
development of curricula, pedagogies and assessments in democratic
citizenship and human rights education. Its application will enable
educational systems to be harnessed effectively for the preparation of
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students for life as engaged and tolerant democratic citizens. The book
forms the first component of a new Council of Europe reference framework
of competences for democratic culture. It is vital reading for all educational
policy makers and practitioners who work in the fields of education for
democratic citizenship, human rights education and intercultural
education.
Easyread Super Large 18pt Edition
The College Courant
Communication and Attitudes in the Twenty-First Century
Advanced Distributed Learning
What Teachers Need to Know
Modernizing Learning
Philosophy a School of Freedom
This book seeks to separate fact from fiction in the globalwarming debate. The author begins by describing the history of
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and many
other conferences, and their dire predictions on global
temperatures, rainfall, weather and climate, while highlighting
confusion and sensationalism media reports. He then lays out the
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"heretical" scientific case of the sizable skeptical scientific
community who challenge the accepted wisdom.
David Crystal's classic English as a Global Language considers
the history, present status and future of the English language,
focusing on its role as the leading international language.
English has been deemed the most 'successful' language ever,
with 1500 million speakers internationally, presenting a
difficult task to those who wish to investigate it in its
entirety. However, Crystal explores the subject in a measured
but engaging way, always backing up observations with facts and
figures. Written in a detailed and fascinating manner, this is a
book written by an expert both for specialists in the subject
and for general readers interested in the English language.
First released in the Spring of 1999, How People Learn has been
expanded to show how the theories and insights from the original
book can translate into actions and practice, now making a real
connection between classroom activities and learning behavior.
This edition includes far-reaching suggestions for research that
could increase the impact that classroom teaching has on actual
learning. Like the original edition, this book offers exciting
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new research about the mind and the brain that provides answers
to a number of compelling questions. When do infants begin to
learn? How do experts learn and how is this different from nonexperts? What can teachers and schools do-with curricula,
classroom settings, and teaching methods--to help children learn
most effectively? New evidence from many branches of science has
significantly added to our understanding of what it means to
know, from the neural processes that occur during learning to
the influence of culture on what people see and absorb. How
People Learn examines these findings and their implications for
what we teach, how we teach it, and how we assess what our
children learn. The book uses exemplary teaching to illustrate
how approaches based on what we now know result in in-depth
learning. This new knowledge calls into question concepts and
practices firmly entrenched in our current education system.
Topics include: How learning actually changes the physical
structure of the brain. How existing knowledge affects what
people notice and how they learn. What the thought processes of
experts tell us about how to teach. The amazing learning
potential of infants. The relationship of classroom learning and
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everyday settings of community and workplace. Learning needs and
opportunities for teachers. A realistic look at the role of
technology in education.
In Essential Vulnerabilities, Deborah Achtenberg contests
Emmanuel Levinas’s idea that Plato is a philosopher of freedom
for whom thought is a return to the self. Instead, Plato, like
Levinas, is a philosopher of the other. Nonetheless, Achtenberg
argues, Plato and Levinas are different. Though they share the
view that human beings are essentially vulnerable and
essentially in relation to others, they conceive human
vulnerability and responsiveness differently. For Plato, when we
see beautiful others, we are overwhelmed by the beauty of what
is, by the vision of eternal form. For Levinas, we are disrupted
by the newness, foreignness, or singularity of the other. The
other, for him, is new or foreign, not eternal. The other is
unknowable singularity. By showing these similarities and
differences, Achtenberg resituates Plato in relation to Levinas
and opens up two contrasting ways that self is essentially in
relation to others.
Foundations of Human Resource Development
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Implementing Mastery Learning
The Most Effective System for Building a Vocabulary That Gets
Results Fast
Behavior & Society
McGraw-Hill Education SAT 2020
Involved
Economic Theory and Global Warming
As a result of his visits to classrooms across the nation, Brown has compiled an
engaging, thought-provoking collection of classroom vignettes which show the ways in
which national, state, and local school politics translate into changed classroom
practices. "Captures the breadth, depth, and urgency of education reform".--Bill Clinton.
Montaigne’s Essays are rightfully studied as giving birth to the literary form of that
name. Ann Hartle’s Montaigne and the Origins of Modern Philosophy argues that the
essay is actually the perfect expression of Montaigne as what he called "a new figure:
an unpremeditated and accidental philosopher." Unpremeditated philosophy is
philosophy made sociable—brought down from the heavens to the street, where it might
be engaged in by a wider audience. In the same philosophical act, Montaigne both
transforms philosophy and invents "society," a distinctly modern form of association.
Through this transformation, a new, modern character emerges: the individual, who is
neither master nor slave and who possesses the new virtues of integrity and generosity.
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In Montaigne’s radically new philosophical project, Hartle finds intimations of both
modern epistemology and modern political philosophy.
Global Warming - Myth or Reality?
Enduring Questions in a Time of Rising Powers, Rogue Regimes, and Terrorism
What Video Games Have to Teach Us About Learning and Literacy. Second Edition
Living together as equals in culturally diverse democratic societies
Art in Focus
Competences for democratic culture
How the Politics of Literacy Shape Thinking in the Classroom
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